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1. INTRODUCTION 
The present grant rept'esents a continuation of the research complet~d 
:1n the previous grant years (May 1977 - May 1981) and reported in Refs. 
1-7.* The dynamics and attitude and shape control (>f very large, inher·· 
ently flexible spacecraft systems are being investigated in this research. 
:lncreasingly mo'ce complex examples have been examined, beginning with a 
lmlfo:m free-free beam, next a free-free uniform plate/platform and finnlly 
by considering a thin shallow spherical shell structure in orbit. The 
«!xample& c~nsidered differ from those of other invpstigators in that: 
(1) the whole structure i .. assumed to be flexible throughout, with no 
x'igid hub or main part; and (2) the systems considered are assumed to be 
e.arth oriented when in equilib=ium - i.e. the inertial angular rate of 
such systems is very small dJ compared with the flmdamental structu=al 
nodal frequency. 
Once the: uncontrolled dynamics has been exaudned, the policy has then 
been to include in the model the effects of control devices. For given 
sets of assumed actuator locations, the controllability of these systems 
is first established. After that, control laws for each of the actuators 
are developed based on SOl\Je or all of the following techniques: '\ decoupl1r!g 
t,echniques (inch:ding distr~,buted modal connol); pole placement al;;crithms; 
and an application of the l:,near regulator problem from optimal control 
theory. 
*For references cited please see list of references page 13. 
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F01" the more complex examples of the platform and shell involving ;nany 
degt'ees-of-freedom the ORACLS numerical subroutines have been employed 
to Clevelop various control 1aws. 8 
Figure 1 il1ust::ates our concept for the development of the nec28se.ry 
system software necessary for the support of LSST dynamcs analysis. Hems 
identified with a check mark indicate computer algorithms which are at 
pre~len~ operational. Items identified w'lth the symbol (IP) indicate· 
routines that are currently in the process of development. 
. 19 ~ The proposa ~~r studies to be performed during the period May 16, 1981 -
May 15, 1982 called for: (1) further analysis of the environmental effects 
on large flexible space systems in the absence of very fine prec1ssion sur-· 
face control, in oroer to better understand the principal expected distur-
banc:e effect cn such systems; (2) inclusion of the sensor and actuator dyna-
mien into the previously developed models of the orbiting structures where 
the sensors were assumed to ~asure each of the output variables perfectly, 
and the actuators were assumed to provide the desired control time historiea 
without delay; and (3) further application of graph theoTetic techniques 
to determining the controllability, observability, and tIle eigenvalues 
(frc~quencies) of large scale systems. 
However, at the time of l.:he final oral ptt!sentat ion in July 19,'11, it was 
ind:1cated that a change in the scope of the work was desired by NASA-LRC 
in I:>rder to lend greate:- suppc)rt to the dynamics analysis of the props oed 
LSS'r-Hoop/Column antenna sY!ltem. At this time we were provided with a 
copy of a letter dated. March 30, 1981 from Dr. John Shipley of the Harris 
Corporation, Melbourne, Florida, to Dr. G. Rodriquez of JPL together with 
a c10mputer pr1n:out of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors associated with a 
NASTRAN finite element representation (F~) of the system. 
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We were asked to begin to look at the design of possible control laws for 
th1:s system and then to determine ~hether the surface control stringers 
could. indeed, provide the required tensions. It should be noted that 
the FEM model does not include the effects of gravity-gradient torques and 
gyroscopic coupling effects due to the orbital motion. 
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11. REVIEW OF RESULTS OBTAINED IN THE PERIOD MAY 16, 1981 .. NOV. 15,1981 
10 accordance with the redirection of our effort after mid July 1981, 
a plltriod was spent to familiarize ourselves with the dAta provided .us·. 
All illL result, va prepared & list of too point" of information that we felt 
would be helpful in the completion of our centro1s enalynis of the ISST Hoop! 
Co1'Lmm System .. docUllileDted 1n our letter to the Technical. Monitor dated 
July 21, 1981 (p1eaoe aea Appeodix AJ. Through the efforts of Dr. Suresh 
K. .10shi. NASA .. UC modified this request to include not only our questions 
but aome of Dr. Josh! t 8 as well (pleue refer to letter from Mt-. Hamer 
datlad Aug. S, 1981, with attached request for information AS f01:Warded to 
the Harrill Corporatioo, Appendix A). The response froN the !!arris Corp. 
vas tranamitted to us via Mr. s.:.1l\!lI"S letter dated August 28, 1981 (also 
contained in AppGndtx A). 
To this date. we have proceeded with the following tasks in preparatlcm 
for our analysis: 
(1) Calculation of the cartedan coordinates of the nodal points ou the 
outer hoop and the four inner circles using a computer routine. There are 
24 such points on the hoop and each of the four inner circles for a total of 
120 nodal points. The data provided by the Harris Corporation indicated only 
the radius of each circle and the polar angular coordinate of the node, ~lereas 
the direction r.osines of the DlOdal shape function are provided in n carteflian 
eyst.em of coordinates for eiJ\.:h of the twelve modes to be considered in the' 
trun.ca,ted model for prel1minat·y controls analysis. 
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(2) Calculation of the direction cosines for each of the control stringers; 
first this was jone assuming that each such stringer was attached at nodal 
point number 2 (as shown in the schematic on Enclosure 3, provided to us 
on July 15. 1981) on the lower mast. A further study of the computer inputl 
output of the FEM program revealed that a circular ring represented by the 
70o-series of nodes also contains 24 nodal points, and suggests the possi-
bility that the control stringers may actually be attached at the corresponding 
nodal points on the circle (701-, 702-, --- 724-). The direction cosines 
were recalculated with the greatest differences observed for those st~ingers 
assumed to connect the 500·· series of nodes 1:0 the 700- series, respectively, 
8S expected. 
(3) Using computer assisted logic, we are now in the process of determining 
the non-zero elements in the control influenc:e matrix (B) whose dimensionality 
is 1236 rows x 96 columns, assuming that there are 24 lower control stringers 
connected to each of the four circles represented by th", nodes ~ 201-, -- 224-, 
301-, --- 324-, --- , 501-. "--, 524-, and that the FEM is based on a total 
of 216 nodal points. 
(4) Further clarific~tion of some of ~he questions raised in (3) has been 
requested together with a request for the tape contailling the elements of 
the modlll "IP" matrix of dimensionality) 1236x1.2. We understand NASh-LRC 
will provide this information on tape compatible with the Howard IBM sys-
tem in the ne~r future. 
In addition to the tasks described above in direct support of the 
LSS'r Hoop/Col..mn Controls Analyses the following additional efforts have 
be4!n initiated: 
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(,5) At the suggestion of NASA-LRC, we have re-examined the models of the 
o'rbiting plate anrl shell to determine the effects of the gravity-gradient 
sind orbital dynamics on the closed loop poles of these models where the 
control law waa tnitially developed based on models vibrating out-of-orbit. 
The control laws thus developed, primarily for vibration control, were then 
~nserted into our previously developed models which contain both first 
o:t'der gravity-gradient and orbital dynamic: c.oupling effects. Changes in 
the location of the closed-loop poles and in the required force-time his-
t4)ries were noted. In all cases there is a general tendency for some of the 
r:Lgid modes to shift toward the imaginary axis (which could cause insta-
b:Llity for the less robust ~,ystems) when tbe gravity-gradient and orbital 
effects are superimposed. In general, there is no noticeable shift in the 
p4:>les corresponding to the flexible modes. Furthermore. for the cases of 
the controlled shell. some of the peak forces and total force impulses are 
increased when the gravity-gradient and orbital effects are included. When 
the time constarlt of the least damped mode 1s comparable to the orbital period 
. 
~l magnitude, the shift in the closed loop poles is more pronounced. As 
expected. for the more robust systems, the relative effect of this shift is 
14~ss noticeable. but at the e'=pense of greater control forces. 
(6) The evaluation of ~hc coefficients of the coupling terms in both the 
r:Lgid rotational equations and the elastic generic modal equations has been 
initiated. These terms account for coupling between the r:!.gid and flexible 
modes due to both gravity and orbital gyroscopic effects as well as intra-
modal coup.Ling. 
/ 
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For the FEM provided by the Harris Corp., th(~se terms involve the calculation 
of certain volume integrals2,4, dependent on both the modal shape fmcticms 
and the mass distribution, which QOw must be approximated ·by a summation of 
d:l.screte terms taken at each of the nodal points in the FEM simulation. 
Felr these purposes, it is necessary to know the mass distribution at each of 
the nodal points in the model and this information has been requested. By 
cc)mparing the magnitude of these coefficients with the other coefficients 
in these equations, one can assess the need fo:: incorporating the effects 
of orbital·coupling and gravity-gradient into the previously developed rEM, 
b4~fore designing cont~ol algorithms. In connection with this effort. the 
upe containing the elements of the "41" matrix referred to in (4). will also 
ble required, 
(7) 9 Following our original proposal , preli.minary work has been initiated 
in developing expressions for the forces and torques on flexible orbiting 
structures. For the case of a completely absorbing free-free beam the 
expressions involved can be integrated analytically whereas for a completely 
reflecting surface an approximate expre~sion is developed under the assumption 
olf small slopes as compared with over-all beam lengths, 
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Ill. PRESENTATION ~JID Pl~LICATION OF RESULTS 
A final prebentation of last year's grant was given at Langley on 
July 15, 1981 and a final I'eport was published: The Dynamics and Cont.ro1 
of l~rge Flexible Space Structures IV, by P.M. Bainum, V.K. Kumar, R. Krishna, 
and A.S.S.R. Reddy, August 1981. It is our understanding that the Technical 
OfHcer plans to issue this document as a NASA Contract Report (CR). A 
vis:lt to Lange1y during the period ~~ov. 16-18 is planned in response to 
an :In',itation to attend the Third Annual Technical Review - Large Space 
Systems Technology. During this time a brief informal exchange with the 
Technical Officer is planned. A mid-term presentation of the currerlt year's 
progress is planned, tentat:l,ve1y on Dec. 10-11, 1981. 
During the six month reporting period two papers based on last year's 
gralClt were present at professional society meetings: 
(1) "Graph Theory Approach to the Eigenvalue Problem of Large Space 
Structures," by A.5.S.It. Reddy and Peter M. Bainum, Third VPI & 
SU/AIAA,Symposium on Dynamics and Control of Large Flexible Spacecraft, 
Blacksburg, Va., June 15-17. 1981. 
(2) "The Dynamics of Large Flexible Earth Pointing Structures with a 
Hybrid Control Systern." by Peter M. Bainum, R. Krishna, and 
V.K. Kumar, A}$/AlAA Astrodynamd,cs Specialist Conference, Lake 
Tahoe, Nevada, August 3-5, 1981, Paper No. 81-122. 
The following papers previously presented at professional society meetings 
ha'l7e been accepted for journal publication: 
(3) "Control of a Large Flexible Platform :i.n Orbit." by A.S.S.R. Reddy. 
P.M. BaintUD. H.A. Hamer, end R. Krishna, to appear, Journal of Guidance 
~ntrol. Nov. - Dec:. 1981. 
(4) "On the Dynamics of Large Orbiting Flexible Beams and Platforms Oriented 
along the Local Horizontal," by Peter M. Bainum and V.K. Kumar. to 
appear, Acta Astronautica. 
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Anelther paper has been tentatively accepted. pending a minor revision: 
(5) "On the Mot.ion of a Flexible Shallow Spherical Shell in Orbit," by 
V.K. Kumar and P.M. Bainum. tentatively accepted for publication 
in the AIM Journal. 
The Principal Investig~tor has also participated in the following invited 
lec:tures and panel discussions: 
(6) Invited Panelist. Third VPI & SU!AIM Symposium on Dynamics 
aud Control of Large Flexible Spacecraft. Blacksburg, Va., 
June 15-17. 1981. 
(7) "The Dynamics and Control of Large Flexible Earth Pointing 
Orbiting Systems." Catholic Unb'ersity of Louvain, Applied 
Mechanics Unit, Louvain, Belgium, Sept. 14. 1981. 
(8) "The Dynamics anel Control of Large Flexible Space Systems." 
Rice University. Departments of Mechanical and Civil Engineering. 
ilo··~ton, Texas, October 30, 1981. 
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N. PLANS FOR THE NEXT REPORTING PERIOD 
Under the assumption that the IBM compatible tape containing the ele-
ments of the $ matri;~ will be supplied by NASA-l.RC in the near future, we 
will proceed with the controlEl analyses of the I.SST Hoop/Column System. 
It is anticipated that some preliminary llumericnl -esults for the case 
where the number of control stringers is equal to toe number of modes in 
the tnmcated model (12) would be completed dur:Lng the period Nov. 16, 1981 -
May 15, 1982. For this special case control laws can be developed based 
on decoupling techniques as well as the pole placement algorithm URing the 
ORACl,S8 routines. For each control law and sets of arbitrary (small) initial 
displacements, the required control (tension) force time histories will be 
obta:lned to determine if all tension levels are within the maximum allowable. 
This study will also include the variation in the location(s) of those 
str.iKlgers that can be assumed to provide surface control. 
Depending on the '"esults of this initial effort, a numbe.r of control 
stri'ngers different from the number of modes in the tnmcateci model can be 
assumed ~nth control laws based on the ORACLS numerical techniques. It is 
anticipated that this effort could continue into the next grant yea~, where 
an attempt,cuuld be made to optimize both the number and location of active 
con~,rol stringers. As an alternative to using the tape t:ontaining the ele-· 
reents of the .p matrix, it would be necessary to prepare hand-punched input 
cards of this data requiring of the order of 1000 input cards, each of 
whi:~h wuuld need to be verified to avoid numerical error. 
It is hoped that the evaluation of all the coefficients in the coupling 
tenns in the rigid modal equations and the generic modal equations for 
one of the twelve modes can bE~ completed during the next reporti~g period, 
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including at l~ast ~'ne of the series of coeffj dents il'.volving coupling of 
that mode with one of the otl-e!' modes. Depending on these results, selected 
coefficients corresponding to the other modes will be evaluated. If it 
appe.ars that the magnitudes of some of these coefficiei..ts are the same 
orde.r as those of the remaini:lg terms in the equations, it may be necessary 
to completely e-raluate all of the coupling coefficients for each of the 
twelv.! modes. It is antic::'pated that this effort would also continue :.onto 
th~ 1982-83 grant year. 
Numerical evaluation of the effect of solar radiation torques on the 
flexible orbiting beam should be completed during the next six months and 
should provide insight into the treatment of solar r3diation torquos on 
the more complex structures. 
-12-
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Appendix A 
Correspondence Related to Request for Information on the LSST Hoop/Column 
System. 
[' 
" 
11 
I J 
l 
I 
MECHANICAL ENCINEERINC 
Telephone (20l1 636-6600 
THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING / HOWARD UNIVERSITY 
Washington, D. C. 20059 
July 21. 1981 
Mr. H.A. Hamer, Technical Officer NASA Grant NSG-l4l4 
ji02 Woodroof Road 
Newport News. Va. 23606 
]l>ear Mr. H8III8r: 
In accordance with our teleph~ne conversation t~day I am writing 
'to request additional information in connection with our future con-
trol~ analysis of the LSST Hoop/~lumn System as modelled by a finite 
lelement struc.tural model. 
The following information we feel is absolutelY necessary to help 
us in the completion of this task: 
1. n~e exact coordinates. with syste~ of units defined, which represent 
the location of the points on the riog(8) where the surface control 
stringe'cs are attached. Do some or all of these points correspond 
to the nodal points on the radius used in connection Witll the finite 
element computer an~lysis as generated by the Harris Corp.? If not, 
we would need both the coordinates of the stringer attachment points 
as well as the coordinates of the ~ASTRAN nodal points. 
2. We understand that thElre are either 16 or 24 surface control stringers 
attached to each of the five rings. for a tota'_ of 80 or 120 control 
membe~s. Cae we assume that th~ tension in each of these members be 
controlled separately and indepenciently of the ten~ion in any othp.r 
member? If no:, which of the surface control stringers are controlled 
dependent on the control in other nembers? The answer to this question 
will help uS t~ ascertain the totnl number of independent tension 
control devices. 
3. What is the normalizing factor relating the frequencies to th~ eigen-
values - i.e. for the seventh mode. w7 w 0.101 Hz and the eigenvalue 10 0.04057837., etc.? 
The following information ,~ould be pelpful but not absolutely necessary 
for the completion of this task: 
4. A knowledr.e of 'he elements contained in the mass and stiffness matrices. 
Pres-umnbly thi .. -'as calculated prior to the eigenyalue-eir,envector 
ca.lculations. l!lis information could help as a cl:eck in our calcu-
lations. 
I 
Mr.' f1.A. Hamer Page two 
July '21. 1981 
5. ,fuly preliminary or final reports issued 'b} :.he HAx-de ('orp •• parti-
cularly in the area of t.he structural dynmnics analysis. 
6. A description (users' manual) of the NASTP..AN MSC-60A version u"led 
in o;tds study. 
7. Is the center of the X.Y.Z coordinate syst:om taken at eleme.ntnumber 
10 on the mas t, or slightly above :his elE'.men.t? (Enclosure 3) 
8. Are the generaH zed masse!;. dampiilg ration (on' page 20 handout). and 
the computer listed eigenvalues for the twelve uodes given in a 
cor.sistent system of units? We note the generalized masses are 
given in the English systl!1ll of Imita. whereas the outer radius of 
the structure is apparently 64 meters. 
9. Later on in the study we will 'need to know t'he nominal. teasion in the 
control stringers when in the nominal (unstretched) position as well 
as the maximum tensile strength of. these elements. 
10. A ~Iowledge of the overall area/mass ratio and surface element 
teflectivities vould enable us to perform a preliminary analysie of 
the solar radiation pressure effects, 
We understand that Ollr task if) first to determine the contI'ol 
influence matrix for the trunc.ated 12 mode system which could have a 
dimensionality as large as 804xl20 or (804x80) and then proceed with the 
de'relopment of control laws using the ORACLS lllgorithms. While we are 
waiting for the requested necessary in:ormation \ole will proceed with the 
fin2l1 phages of our final repo.'t't. and also with computer simulations of 
the control of the plate model ~ased on the exclusion of the orbital and 
gra,,:Hy"gradient effects and then compare these results with our previuus 
results. tfuen these computer results are available I ill contact you again. 
Thank you for your kind attention to this ~tter. 
cc: Xr. V.K. Kumar 
Mr. R. KrishnA 
Mr. A.S.S.R. Reddy 
Sincerely yours, 
1'~ 1.., 13~ 
Peter H. Bainum 
Professor of Aerospace Engrg. 
Director, Graduate StudJe!! 
Principal Investigator 
National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration 
Langley ROflMrCh Canter 
Hampton. V,rglrlla 
23665 
RepttlOAnnOl 152E 
hcwardUniversity 
School of Engineering 
Attn: Professor Peter M. Bainum 
Mechanical Engineering 
Washington, DC 20059 
Dear Prof. Bainum: 
-Through the efforts of Dr. Suresh M. Joship we have revised your recent 
letter of request for additional information on the model of the LSST 
Hoop/Column System. We believe that this will give you most of the 
informati.on needed for control ~~alyses of this antenna. I am enclosing 
a copy of this revised letter. Richard Russell of the LSS Project Office 
has sent this letter by datafax to the Harris Corporation. Personnel 
from Langley will visit the Harris Corporation on Thursday, August 6, 1981, 
and, hopefully, will be able to bring back most of this information. 
In any event. I will call you upon their return and b~ing you upMto-date 
on your request. 
In reference to your question in item nw.nber (3) of your letter, the 
eigenvalue 0.4057837 is the frequency squared in radians/second. 
Sincerely, 
?k7~tJ,Q~ ?k~-
Harold A. Hamer 
Aer~-Space Tec~,ologist, 
Stability and Control Branch, 
Ft· CD 
Enclosure 
Reference: Letter and data sent by Dr. John Shiple)' to Dr. G. Rodriquez. 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, ~farch 30, 1981. 
The follo~ing information is necessaI')' for two separate investigations to be 
conducted by NASA Langley on control analyses of th~ LSST Hoop/Column System. 
1) A clearer definition of the coordinate system and origin.is needed. 
For eX8l!tple, is the ce:lter of the X, Y,Z coordinate system taken at 
element number 10 on the mast, or slightly above this element! 
(Enclosur.e 3). We need the manner in which tho elements and ~ are 
nurobered, and how does one find Ollt the coordinates of any nodal point. 
Do some or all of the points on the %'ing(s) where the surface control 
stringers are attached correspond to the nodal points on the radius 
used in connection with the finite element computer analysis as generated 
by the Harris Corp.? Whi.:h ones are the control stringers ond has their 
interaction against the mast (caused by pulling them) been incorporated 
in the model? We need the numbering and coordinates of points of 
attachment of the stringers (both ends). 
2) We understand that there are eithex 16 or 24 surface control stringers 
attached to each of the nve rings. for a total of 80 or 120 control 
members. Can we assume that the tension in each of these members can be 
controlled separately and independently of the tension in any other 
me~ber? If not, which of the surface control stringers are controlled 
dependent on the control in other members? The answer to this question 
will help us to ascertain the total number of independent tension control 
devices. 
3) We need an explanation of the printout of modal data (symbols. units. etc). 
4) How does one calculate displacement (translations and rotations) at any 
node from the data provided? 
lhe standard modal model used by control engineers is of the form: . 
n. T 
. q + Dq + Aq .. ¢ f 
It would be immensely helpful if the printout were explained with the help 
o:F an example which would demonstrate how to obtain the row of the t T catrix 
cc)rresponc:ling to a certain mode. Also, the units of f, p.nd of displacements 
(defined by) 
y .. ~q 
should be explained. More than one example may be necessary in order to 
accomplish this. (An NASA sample repor~ on a plate model will be sent next .. 
week, which shows the type of information needed~) 
5) In the "Structurnl Model Elastic Modes" summary sheet (page 20). it 
2 
seems that "fode No. l! should be IT and .!2. should be .!!. because in checking· 
the Plot Module printouts (as well .as th~ Real Eigenvector printouts), 
Mode No. 16 should havEl n freqtlency of 3.357 Hz. Is this current. and , 
if so. what does the 4.616 val'Je in the summary sheet relate to? 
6) We need to know the nominal tension in the control stringers when in the 
nominal (unstretched) position as well as the maxim~ tensile strength 
of these elements. AT"! there any nonlinearities in the stringers. or 
can they be assumed to he 1 inc,!.'!, force-producing devices for surface 
control? For example. does the slack caused by loosening a stringer appear 
as a nonlinearity. or are tlle stringers nornally in tension. and the:r~!l)re 
can be considered linear around the nominal operating tension point? 
The following infc.rmation would also be helpful: 
7) A knowledge of the elements contained in the mass and stiffness 
atrices. Pt'esumably this was calculated prior to the eigenvalue· 
eigenvector calculations. This information could help as a check in our 
calculations. 
8) Are the generalized masses, damping ratios (on page 20 handout), and 
the computer listed eigenvalues for the twelve modes given in a 
consistent system of units? We note the generalized masses ar~ given 
in the English system of ~its, whereas the outer radius of the structure 
is apparently 64 meters. 
9) We would appreciate plots of the mode Shapes. JUso, any preliminary 
or final reports issued by the Harris Corp., p3rticularly in the area 
of the structural dynami::s analysis. 
HI) A knowledge of the overall area/mass 1'atio and surface element 
refl~lctivities would enable us to perform a preliminary analysis of 
"the solar radiation pressure effects. 
Thank you 
July 31. 1981 
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National Aeronautics and 
Space AdminiStration 
L~R __ rchCent. 
Hamp!or'l. Virginia 
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INFORMAL LETTER 
Aer·'y 10 Ann ot 152E 
l~rofessor Peter M. Bainum 
'fhe School oiEngineering 
lDepal'tment of Mechanical Engineering 
Howard Unill~rsity 
Washington, DC 20059 
Dear Dr. Bainum: 
August 28, 1981 
I am sending you the results of our request for information on th~ LSST 
Hoop/Column System. Dr. Joshi and I think that most of our questions 
have been answered. I still have not been able to obtain the NASTRAN 
user's manual. We are attempting to get answers to the following three 
questions: 
1) While simulating a control stringer force "F" at a hoop 
node, should a force "_F" be applied to the mast node 
No. 1 to represent the reaction fOTce? 
2) How do you use a "two-for-one" model for the whole antenna.? 
3) Are there any ~er control stringers? 
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call me. 
Sincerely, 
~a.~ 
Harold A. Ha"ller 
Aero-Space Technologist, 
Stabilitr and Control Branch, FDCD 
Enclosure 
P.S. In leferenc~ to q~estion 10, I will get you this data from 
Richard Russell (~e is now on leave). 
ORIGINAL PAGE liS 
OF POOR QUALIl'Y 
7-31-81 
(Enclosure 1) 
RESPONSES TO HESSJ:~GE NUMBER 233 LaRc TO HARRIS 
1. A) A clearer definition of the coordinate system and origin is 
needed. For example, is the center of the X,Y,Z coordinate 
system taken a t element number 10 on the mast, or slightly 
above this element? (Enclosure 3). 
(Response) The reference is on the mast in the plane of the hoop. 
(Response) 
(Response) 
(Response) 
(Respolnse) 
2. 
(Response) 
B) We need the manner in which the elements and nodes are 
numbered, and how does one find out the coordinates of any 
nodal point. 
The elements and nodes are listed in the NASTRAN listing 
(transmitted to JPL on 3-30-81) of BULK DATA. The coordinates 
of each node are listed on the GRID cards. 
C) Do some or all of the points on the ring(s) where the surface 
control stringers are attached correspond to the nodal points 
on the radius used in connection with the finite element computer 
analysis as generated by the Harris Corp.? . 
Que~tion is not clear~ I believe answer ~s all. 
D) Which ones are the control stringers and has their interaction 
against the mast (caused by pulling them) been inco~porated in 
the model? 
Elements 101-124, 201-224, 301-324, 401-424, 501-524 •. Yes. 
E) We need the numbering and coordinates of points of attachment 
of the stringers (both ends). 
Hoop nodes: 
Mast nodes: 
101-124, 201-224, 301-324, 401-424, 501-524. 
701-724. 
A) We understand that there are either 16 or 24 surface control 
stringers attached to. each of the five rings, for a total of 80 
or 120 control numbers. 
The model is a two-fOl--one model of a 48 gore antenna. There 
are 24 gores in tld:; 1llH.lel, and it would be possible to have 
24",5 adju~tments Oil c(IIllrol cords. 
El) Car. we assume th:ll I 1,,_ lells ion in each of these members can !Je 
cor.trvlled separrlt, .. l" .111.1 independently o~ the tension in any 
other member? 1 r 11.)1 , ',. "I ch of the surface control stringers 
are controlled dVI'~':"" 'Ill 011 +~he control in other members? 'fhL' 
answer to thi s <JUt ,.1 I .. !I '.d 11 h.:!lp us to ascertain the total numue 
of i ndependen t h .. 'I1 ... ··11 .')!) trol devices. 
(Re!.PClIIsej Yes. 
i. 
~" 
3. A) Wt! need cHI explanatlon oftt&e printout of modal dati.i 
(symbolB, uni~s. eLc.). 
(Response) The modes are printed out one at a time six degrees of 
freedom at each Dode. The symbols are Arabic numerals 
and modern English letters •. Units for t.he mode shapes are 
inches for translations and radians for rotations. 
4. A) How does one calculate displacement (translations and 
rotations) at any node from the data provided? 
. (Response) 
.. . 
(Response) 
Given numerical values 
{~ ,physical rotation, 
J (In-Trans '\} l~~ad-Rotationo/ . 
for dimensionless nodal coordinates 
are by 9iven the matrix equation 
= 
In-Trans [ . ~ .~ ~ad-Rotation~ 
The max value in any column of [~J . is unity. 
B) The standard modal model used by control engineers is of the 
form: 
... ,. q + Dq -t. Aq = ~ f 
It would be immensel:; helpful if the printout \"ere explained 
with the help of an example which· would demonstrate ho\<,' to obtaj 
the row of the ~T matrix corresponding to a certain mode. 
See 3 above. 
C) Also, the units of f, and of displacements (defined by) 
y = ¢>::} 
should be explair.ed. More than one example may be necessary in 
order to accomplish this. \An NASA sample report on a plate 
model will be sent next week, which shows the type of informatic 
needed'. ) 
(Response) The units of f would be Lbs. to be consistant with the NASTR.t..i-l 
run. Displacements are defined in 4A above. 
5. A) In the "Structural Model Elastic Modes" summary sheet (page 20) , 
it seems that Mnde N0. 16 should be 17 anc 17 should be 18, 
because in checking thePlot Module printcuts (llS well as'the 
Real Eigenvector printouts), Mode No. 16 should have a frequency 
of 3.357 Hz. --
(Response) The correct frequency for mode 16 is 3.357 Hz. 
______ .~~_.~ ... _w~ __ . .... ,-.~-~.~- ......... ~~-... _.--' 
Response) 
Response) 
I[ llle Ill~Ut't! 1) 
This is current. 
UHIGfNAL PAGE 'S 
OF POOR C2UAl!7Y 
C) And if so, what does the 4.616 value in the ~HIJUlliary shtH:t r::!late 
to? 
4.616 Hz is the frequency of mode 19. The mode shapes were 
not calculated for modes 19 up. 
6, A) We need to know the nominal tension in the control stringers when 
in the nominal (unstretched) position as well as the maximu:n 
tensile strength of these elements. 
Response) Information in attached table. 
Response) 
B) ll.re there any nonlineari ties in the stringers, or can they 
be assumed to be linear force-producing devices for surface 
control? For example, does the slack caused by loosening a 
s~ringer appear as a nonlinearity, or are the stringers normally 
in tension, and therefore can be considered linear around the 
nominal operating tension point? 
'l'he control cords are linear elastic elements when near their 
nominal tension value. I do not know what the term 
"11near forces-producing devices" means. 
'rile follow.i.ng information woula· also be helpful: 
7. 
Response) 
A knowledge of the elements contained in the mass and stiffne~::: 
matxices. Presumably this was 'calculated prior to the eigenvalue-
eigenvector calculations. This information could help as a check 
in our calculations. 
The structural input is contained in 1:he NASTRAN 1 ~ st of BULK DhTA 
(tnmsmitted to JPL on 3-31-81 ). The printo'~t "'_ mass and 
stiffness matrices would be rather large, but ~0u\d be obtained by 
making another computer run. This da1:a is on t", . .:.. tape sent to JPL 
on 3-9-81. . 
8 .. Are the generilli:lcd 11,..1:.:;'·'" damping ratios (on page 20 handout) , 
:\esponse) 
and the computer U~LI'f: I·j<..!nvillues for t.he t.welve modes given ill cJ 
consistent system of II ..... ' We note the generalized masses are giv\:!: 
in the Engli~h sysl\',If ':1 IlS, whereas the outer rzodius of the 
stn.lcture is appolct:1I 1 • lll\'.>ters. 
All uni t.:;; are in lh .. ( 1:'" J 1-BS, SEC) system. 
.1 
I 
.: 
(lnc1l1sure 1) ORtGtNI'"\t PAGE lS 
Of po on QUALITY 
9. w~ wuulJ ~pprecidte plots of the mode shapes. Also, 6ny preliminary 
. ur rlJ~ll reports i~sued .by the Harris Corp., particularly in the 
arCCi of the structural dynamics analysis .• 
{esponse) JPL wu~ '.liven plots of the mode shapes for this model at the LSST 
Proqram Review in Feburary and theLKSS Presentation. in May. 
10. A knuwludge of the overall area/mass ratio and surface element 
rc! flecti vities would enable us to perform a preliminary analysis ll. 
the solar radiation pressure effects. 
·:esponse) 'l'his datCi was transmit.:ed to R.A. Russell !.aRc on July 6, 1981. 
lement No. 11 
Pretensions and Tensile Strengthfi 
for tr.e Two-far-One Dynamic Model 
101-124 201-224 301-32-' 
aminal Tension (LBS) ** 10.03 49.41 6.22 
ensile Strength· 184 920 184 
FTU ) in LBS. ** 
401-424 501-S24 
10.82 13.33 
184 184 
Element numbers are per enclosure 3 of letter Shipley to Rodriques, Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory, 3-30-81. 
Because this is a two-far-one model (24 gore's), these values are twice 
the actuals for a 48 gore antC:1na. Also, hecause the dynamic model has <-I 
single surface representing both the front surface and the rear dra\~in'.J 
su],face of the actual antenna, the tensions differ somewhat from those of 
the actual antenna because of the model approximation. 
. - -"--.-.- .. -~.---.--...... -.--.--.~ 
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